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Abstract—Software testing is the main activity to ensure the quality of software. This article proposes a testing framework that applies a black-box testing technique to automatically generate test cases for Java methods. The specification of Java methods is based on the Design by Contract software development approach. This article uses UML class diagrams and the Object Constraint Language to describe the specification of Java methods. The automatic generation of test cases is based on the unification mechanism and the powerful constraint solving mechanism of constraint logic programming. A novel characteristic of this approach is that the test input and its corresponding expected output of a test case are simultaneously generated in a unified fashion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to 2006 CHAOS report of the Standish Group, high quality software is still very hard to achieve at present [15]. The software testing activity still remains one of the main activities to assure software quality. The cost of the software testing activity usually takes about half of the cost of the entire software process. This high cost of the software testing activity is the main reason to hinder the achievement of high quality software.

Many software testing techniques have been developed during the last several decades. However, most of these software testing techniques are still performed manually. This is why the cost of the software testing activity is so high. The automation of the software testing activity should be able to significantly reduce the cost of the software testing activity.

The software testing activity consists of the design of test cases and the execution of test cases. There are two types of techniques for designing test cases: the black-box (or specification-based) technique and the white-box (or program-based) technique [3]. The black-box technique is based on the functional specification of a software system and focuses on the coverage of the specified external behaviors of the software system. The white-box technique is based on the source code and focuses on the coverage of the internal structure of the source code. These two types of techniques are complementary. The white-box technique alone may fail to reveal that some portions of the specification are missed in the source code. On the other hand, the black-box testing technique alone may fail to reveal that some portions of the source code are not contained in the specification. Therefore, employing both types of techniques is necessary to assure high quality software. This article is based on the black-box technique.

The Design by Contract software development approach is a systematic approach for developing bug free software [8]. In the Design by Contract approach, the functional behaviors (or specifications) of a class are specified as a contract. The contract specifies the correct interactions between a class and its clients as a set of obligations that need to be fulfilled by both parties. If both parties fulfill their obligations, the interactions between the two parties are guaranteed to be correct. Developing the contract of a software system is the first and perhaps the most difficult task of developing the software system. However, if we cannot develop the contract of a software system, it is difficult to develop a software system that will behave as it is supposed to behave.

In the Design By Contract approach, three kinds of constraints are used to specify the functional behaviors of a class. The invariants of a class specify the set of constraints that is satisfied by any object of the class at any time. The preconditions of a method in the class specify the set of constraints that need to be satisfied before the method can correctly execute. The postconditions of a method in the class specify the set of constraints that is guaranteed to be satisfied after the method is correctly executed.

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a standardized general-purpose modeling language. A UML class diagram (CD) describes the attributes and the methods in a Java class. The Object Constraint Language (OCL) is a specification language that can be used to specify the three kinds of constraints in the Design by Contract approach [11] for a class diagram. Given the contract for a Java class specified in OCL, the test cases for the methods in the class can be automatically designed using the black-box technique.
The framework for automatic black-box test case generation for Java methods is shown in Figure 1. This framework contains three components: a test path generator, a test data generator, and a test class generator. The test path generator first reads in a UML class diagram and the corresponding OCL specifications for the methods in the class. It then enumerates a possible test path from the specification. The test data generator then checks the feasibility of the test path by solving the set of logical constraints appearing on the test path. If the set of logical constraints is satisfiable, this test path is feasible. Otherwise, it is infeasible and is abandoned. The test path generator and the test data generator perform repeatedly until the set of generated feasible test paths satisfies a specific test coverage criterion. The test class generator then generates a Java test class for the tested Java class based on the set of generated test inputs and their corresponding expected outputs.

Most modern black-box unit testing tools focus on the automation of test path generators and the test class generator. The tasks of test data generators are still usually performed manually by programmers or testers. This article proposes an approach that can automatically generate the test input and expected output simultaneously based on the powerful constraint solving capability of the Constraint Logic Programming system ECLiPSe [1].

The automatic execution of test cases is based on the JUnit framework [2]. This article uses the Java development environment Eclipse [12] to develop this framework.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a running example for this article and gives a contract for the running example using OCL. Section 3 describes the test path generator. Section 4 describes the test data generator. Section 5 describes the test class generator. Section 6 reviews related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes this article.

II. A RUNNING EXAMPLE

We now describe a running example that is used to illustrate the automatic test case generation for Java methods. Consider the following Java class Triangle.

```java
class Triangle {
    Triangle(int sa, int sb, int sc);
    public String category();
    private int a, b, c;
}
```

Each of the objects of the class Triangle represents a triangle. The variables a, b, and c represents the lengths of the three sides of the triangle. The constructor Triangle(sa, sb, sc) creates a Triangle object with lengths sa, sb, and sc. The constructor Triangle() succeeds only if its three arguments satisfy the following three constraints: {sa + sb > sc, sa + sc > sb, sb + sc > sa}. Otherwise, an exception is raised. The method category() returns the category of a Triangle object based on the lengths of its three sides: “Equilateral”, “Isosceles”, or “Scalene”. A Triangle object is an “Equilateral” triangle if it satisfies the following two constraints: {a = b, a = c}. A Triangle object is an “Isosceles” triangle if it satisfies one and only one of the following three constraints: {a = b, a = c, b = c}. Otherwise, It is a “Scalene” triangle.

The OCL specification for the invariant of the objects of this class is given as follows:

```ocl
class Triangle
inv: a + b > c and a + c > b and b + c > a
```

This invariant specifies that these three constraints must be satisfied for every triangle object at any time.

The OCL specification for the method category() is given as follows:

```ocl
class Triangle::category () : String
```

The framework for automatic black-box test case generation for Java methods is shown in Figure 1.
The test path generator consists of three steps. First, it reads in and parses a UML class diagram and its corresponding OCL specifications. Second, for each method in a class, it then constructs a control flow graph for its precondition and a control flow graph for its postcondition. Third, it then enumerates all the possible test paths in these two control flow graphs.

The enumeration schemes of test paths depend on the test coverage criterion chosen. The test coverage criterion can be control-flow based: all-decision, all-condition, or all-decision-condition, or data-flow based: all-define, all-use, or all-define-use. In this article, we will assume that the all-decision (or all-branch) test coverage criterion is used.

For the running example, there is no control flow graph for the precondition of the method category(). The control flow graph for the first postcondition of the method category() is given in Figure 2. There are a total of 5 possible test paths for this control flow graph. One test path corresponds to “Equilateral” triangle objects, three test paths correspond to “Isosceles” triangle objects, and one test path corresponds to “Scalene” triangle objects. Using the all-decision test coverage criterion, these five paths will be enumerated by the test path generator and passed to the test data generator to generate the test input and expected output for each of these paths.

IV. THE TEST DATA GENERATOR

The test data generator generates test input and expected output for each test path passed from the test path generator.
The test input and expected output are generated by solving the set of constraints on the test path. This set of constraints is first transformed into ECLiPSe predicates and these predicates are then solved by the powerful constraint solving capability of the ECLiPSe system.

The powerful constraint solving capability of the ECLiPSe system can be illustrated by the following example.

% Include constraint solving library
:- lib(ic).

foo(A, B, C) :-

% Domains of variables
[A, B, C] :: 1 .. 3,

% Constraints on variables
A #= B + C,

% Solving constraints
indomain(A),
indomain(B),
indomain(C),
locate([A, B, C], 0.1).

where ic is the library for solving constraints on finite domains. The ECLiPSe system supports several other libraries. Based on the unification mechanism of logic programming, the predicate foo/3 can be queried with any number of variable arguments. For example, the predicate foo/3 can be queried using any of foo(3, 1, 2), foo(3, 1, C), foo(3, B, C), foo(A, B, C), and so on. This unification mechanism allows us to solve the test input and expected output simultaneously. By specifying the domains of variables, the constraint solving library can find all the solutions satisfying the constraints in the predicate. For the example, the ECLiPSe system will return

A = 3,
B = 1,
C = 2,

and

A = 3,
B = 2,
C = 1,

as solutions for the query foo(A, B, C).

For each method in the class, the test data generator will convert the control flow graph for the return value of the method into two ECLiPSe predicates classMethod/5 and testClassMethod/5.

Each clause of the predicate classMethod/5 specifies the set of constraints on a distinct test path. This predicate has an argument representing the arguments of the method and an argument representing the return value of the method. Just like each Java method has an implicit extra argument that passes the calling object itself to the method so that the method can access the attributes of the calling object, this predicate also has an argument that represents the state of the object right before the method invocation. In addition, this predicate also has an argument that represents the state of the object right after the method invocation.

For the running example, the test data generator will generate a predicate triangleCategory(PathNo, OState, Arguments, Result, NState). The argument PathNo is a list of identification number of test paths with the first element being a test path for the method category() and the rest of the elements being one of test paths for the methods down the calling chain from the method category(). The argument OState is the state of the object right before the method invocation. The state consists of the list of attribute values of the object. The argument Arguments is the list of arguments to the method invocation. The argument Result is the returned value of the method invocation. The argument NState is the state of the object right after the method invocation.

The set of constraints on a test path includes the following four kinds of constraints: the class invariants on the attribute values before the method invocation, the preconditions on the attribute values and arguments before the method invocation, the postconditions on the attribute values and return values after the method invocation, and the class invariants on the attribute values after the method invocation. As an example, the set of constraints on the test path (the first test path enumerated) for “Equilateral” triangle objects consists of

invariants: {a + b > c, a + c > b, b + c > a },
preconditions: { },
postconditions: { },
Result = “Equilateral”.

The test data generator will convert the set of constraints on this test path into the following ECLiPSe clause:

triangleCategory([1|_], [OA, OB, OC], [ ], Result, [NA, NB, NC]) :-

% Invariants
OA + OB #> OC, OA + OC #> OB, 
OB + OC #> OA,
% Preconditions

% Postconditions
OA #= OB, OA #= OC, Result = “Equilateral”,
% State Updates
NA #= OA, NB #= OB, NC #= OC,
% Invariants
NA + NB #> NC, NA + NC #> NB, 
NB + NC #> NA.

If an attribute of the object is not specified in a postcondition, then it is assumed that the value of this attribute is not updated. Therefore, for each unspecified attribute a, there is an implicit postcondition a = a@pre for it. In the running example, there will be the following three constraints:

NA #= OA, NB #= OB, NC #= OC,

There will be five clauses for the predicate triangleCategory/5. Each of them corresponds to a distinct test path.

The predicate testClassMethod/5 is used to declare the domains for the attributes, arguments, and the return value, and initiates the constraint solving for a specific test path.
For the running example, the test data generator will generates a predicate testTriangleCategory(Path, OState, Arg, Result, NState) as follows:

%Include constraint solving library
:- lib(ic).

testTriangleCategory(Path, OState, Arg, Result, NState) :-
  Path = [N|_], N >= 0, N <= 5,
  %Domains of variables
  [OA, OB, OC] :: -32768 .. 32767,
  [NA, NB, NC] :: -32768 .. 32767,
  %Constraints on variables
  OState = [OA, OB, OC],
  NState = [NA, NB, NC],
  triangleCategory(Path, OState, Arg,Result,NState),
  %Solving constraints
  indomain(OA), indomain(OB), indomain(OC),
  indomain(NA), indomain(NB), indomain(NC),
  locate([OA, OB, OC, NA, NB, NC], 0.1).

Query the ECLiPSe system using the following query:

testTriangleCategory([1], OState, Arg, Result, NState).

The ECLiPSe system will return

OState = [1, 1, 1],
Arg = [],
Result = "Equilateral",
NState = [1, 1, 1];

That is, the ECLiPSe system will return both the test input, [1], and the expected output, "Equilateral" simultaneously. In addition, it will also return the state [1, 1, 1] of the object right before the method invocation, and the state [1, 1, 1] of the object right after the method invocation. Similarly, we can also generate the test input, expected output, and states for the remaining four test paths.

OState = [2, 1, 1],
Arg = [],
Result = "Isosceles",
NState = [2, 2, 1];

OState = [2, 1, 2],
Arg = [],
Result = "Isosceles",
NState = [2, 1, 2];

OState = [1, 2, 2],
Arg = [],
Result = "Isosceles",
NState = [1, 2, 2];

OState = [2, 3, 4],
Arg = [],
Result = "Scalene",
NState = [2, 3, 4];

If there is no solution for such a query, then the corresponding test path is an infeasible test path. The test data generator will generate the test input and expected output for a set of feasible test paths that satisfies the test coverage criterion. In the running example, all five test paths are feasible test paths and they together satisfy the all-decision test coverage criterion.

The above discussion covers the cases where a method does not call other methods. We now discuss the cases where a method does call other methods. If a method p with m test paths calls a method q with n test paths, there are two ways to test the method p. We can explore all feasible test paths in q for each feasible test path in p, namely, a total of n × m test paths. Or, we only explore one of the feasible test paths in q for each feasible test path in p, namely, a total of n test paths. In the first case, we can use the pair of predicates classMethod/5 and testClassMethod/5 for method p with a list of path identification numbers of length 2, e.g. [i, j], and for method q with a list of path identification numbers of length 1, i.e. [j]. This list represents the test path i in method p and the test path j in method q. In the second case, we are satisfied with a solution on any of the feasible test paths of method q. To handle this case, we use the path identification number 0 to represent any of the feasible test paths. This can be achieved by replicating all the clauses of predicate classMethod/5 with the path identification number to be 0.

For the running example, the test data generator will add five clauses to the predicate triangleCategory/5 with the path identification number argument to be [0|_]. The added clause corresponding to the first test path is as follows:

triangleCategory([0|_], [OA, OB, OC], [0], Result, [NA, NB, NC]) :-

%Invariants
OA + OB #> OC, OA + OC #> OB,
OB + OC #> OA,
%Preconditions

%Postconditions
OA #= OB, OA #= OC, Result = "Equilateral",
NA #= OA, NB #= OB, NC #= OC,
%Invariants
NA + NB #> NC, NA + NC #> NB,
NB + NC #> NA.

In this case, we can use the pair of predicates classMethod/5 and testClassMethod/5 for method p with a list of path identification numbers of length 2, e.g. [i, 0], and for method q with a list of path identification numbers of length 1, i.e. [0]. This list represents the test path i in method p and any of the test paths in method q.

V. THE TEST CLASS GENERATOR

The test class generator generates a Java test class for the class under test. The test class is based on the JUnit framework. For each Java method under test, there is a corresponding test method.

For each selected feasible test path, the test class generator first generates code to create an object of the class at a suitable state using the constructors of the class. It then generates code to invoke the method with the test input corresponding to this test path as arguments. Finally, it generates code to check if the actual output of the invoked method is the same as the expected output using the JUnit macro assertEquals.
For the running example, the test class generator generates the following test method for the method category().

```java
public class TriangleTest extends TestCase {
    public void testTriangleCategory() {
        // path 1
        Triangle o1 = new Triangle(1,1,1);
        assertEquals("Equilateral", o1.category());

        // path 2
        Triangle o2 = new Triangle(2,2,1);
        assertEquals("Isosceles", o2.category());

        // path 3
        Triangle o3 = new Triangle(2,1,2);
        assertEquals("Isosceles", o3.category());

        // path 4
        Triangle o4 = new Triangle(1,2,2);
        assertEquals("Isosceles", o4.category());

        // path 5
        Triangle o5 = new Triangle(2,3,4);
        assertEquals("Scalene", o5.category());
    }
}
```

VI. RELATED WORK

The Design by Contract is first proposed and designed in the programming language Eiffel [9]. The Eiffel contracts are part of the Eiffel programming language and can be executed directly. The AutoTest unit testing framework automates test case generation based on the Eiffel contracts [10]. The AutoTest framework uses the adaptive random testing to generate test input and executes the postcondition to generate expected output.

The Java Modeling Language (JML) is a Design by Contract specification language for Java [6]. The JML contracts are specified in Java syntax. The JML unit testing framework automates test case generation based on the JML contracts [4]. The JML framework uses the random testing and the constraint-solving on the precondition to generate test input and executes the postcondition to generate expected output.

The CASE tool AutoFocus is a model-based development tool for reactive systems [5]. The AutoFocus tool uses the System Structure Diagrams to specify the interaction structure of components and the State Transition Diagrams to specify the behavior of a component. The AutoFocus tool uses the symbolic execution of constraint logic programming to generate test input and expected output [7, 13, 14]. Our approach is most similar to the approach of the AutoFocus tool.

VII. CONCLUSION

Automatic generation of input data and expected output is the most difficult tasks in software testing activity. The automation of any task depends on the formal specification of the task. This article uses Object Constraint Language as a formal language to specify the preconditions and postconditions of Java methods. This article uses the powerful constraint solving capability of constraint logic programming to automatically generate input data and expected output for test cases. This approach can generate the test input and expected output simultaneously. This article shows that the integration of OCL and CLP makes the design and implementation of an automatic testing tool for Java methods possible.
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